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not know. Jesus did not even mention Hammurabi, but He certainly knew

about him and certainly could have if He had wanted to. but this matter is

right at the very center of the Jewish religion, and the center of the

predictions regarding Christ. So I feel it is very important that we examine

the statements made and see how specific they are and then see how

impossible this view of Accommodation is.

There is a 4th attitude toward Christ: that He is the omniscient Lord

of glory. This is the view which the Christian Church has historically held,

that He is the omniscient one--that is the one who knows all things, the

Lord of Glory. And actually there are only two views that can be logically

held, because the second and the third views do not work out. Either Jesus

Christ was a mere man and what He said about things that He did not

directly see does not matter or Jesus Christ was the omniscient Lord of

Glory, and whatever He said is true. Now that does not mean that we can

take a word that Jesus Christ said and squeeze it together and get an

answer to a cure for cancer out of it. Or that we can determine from it

just how far it is across the Pacific Ocean, or that we can deal with a

thousand other matters of science and history and literature that He did

not deal with. If His Word seems to touch upon the, we must examine the

words very carefully before we draw conclusions from them, and see if we

are not reading something into it, which we can easily do, but if after

careful thorough examination we find we are not reading anything into it,

but it is what He actually said, then let us stand upon it as being the Word

of God and know that it is true. Then if all science should differ with us

on it, let us just wait a little while till science learns a little more, and

they will find it is true if it is clearly and definitely stated by the Lord
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